Demonstration: Stop the hate and live together in solidarity
29.09. 10 o'clock Kaiserplatz: Demonstration with Flashmobs, Livemusic and lots of creative activitys
Since the youngest terrorist attacks in Germany, politicans like de Maizière or minister for the interior
are even demanding even more offensively: More Surveillance, more isolation and more deoprtations
as well as an abolishment of dual citizenship; Germany doesn't even stop at working with the
autoritary government of turkey. Added to this, the debate about a burka-ban was again inflamed,
something that originally was a demand of the extreme right-wing party NPD. This racist
instrumentalization of the attacks from july again puts migrants and refugees under general suspicion.
Through these hateful agitation by the government, racist bias is getting socially acceptable again and rightwing crimes rise to an all-time high. In the first 7 months of this year, there were 55 arson attacks on refugee
homes, and the crime wave continues; On 14th of August, a member of Linksjugend['solid] Dortmund was
attackend in front of his home by three masked neonazis armed with knives in the midst of day.
The isolationpolicy of germany and the EU forces the fleeing humans to take the most dangerous of all
routes to safety; With boats over the mediterennean sea. More than 10'000 people drowned there since 2014
but the EU doesn't deem it necessary to start a effective rescueprogram. Whoever does make it to germany
has trouble to become part of society under these conditions: Refugees often wait more than 9 month for
their first hearing with the responsible agency. Lately many syrians dont even get refugee status with 3-year
residence permit anymore – instead they get a so called "subsidiary protection" which denies family
reunification and complicates basic things like scooling, apprenticeships or work.
With these domestic policy measures it is becoming increasingly harder for refugees du obtain a flat,
meaning they are often housed in unsanitary mass homes, like gymnasiums or empty schools, with their
privacy not just violated but ignored. All this even though there are more than 4.500 empty flats in Bonn
alone. But instead of using this living space for refugees and homeless, the city bonn rather let's property
sharks like SIGNA have free rein over this unused space.
Vacancy, housing shortage, and the inhumane treatment of refugees go hand in hand in Bonn, but resistance
is forming against each of these social wrongs: The Viva Viktoria e.v. Gathered more than 20.000 signatures
with a citizens initiative to preserve small businesses and flats. Throughout germany more than 9 milion
people are working with and for refugees on a voluntar basis and the solidarity is growing. Lets combine the
resistance against vacancy policy for profits with our commitment for refugees!
On the 29th of September all over germany students will take their demands to the street during scooltime.
Through a mass absence we can bring attention to our cause. While many refugees dont even get a language
ourse, this sign of solidarity is worth skipping school for one day and flock to the streets! STRIKE IS
OUR RIGHT! Here in Bonn there will be a demonstration with livemusic, flashmobs and many different
creative activities. Be a part of it!
We protest for:
•

Open Borders and right of residence for all!

•

A united stand against right-wing hate and racist violence!

•

Equal rights for all!

•

A stop of the vacancy policy! Humane housing for refugees!

Come to our big Anti-racism meeting in Bonn: Friday,23.09 18'oclock DGB House Bonn (Endenicher
Street 127)

